First global decentralized platform for simple jobs.
Why Mycro?

Our mission

Time is limited. Time is finite. No matter where you are. Unfortunately, we cannot stretch five minutes into an hour. So how do we expect to do the housework, walk the dog, and go grocery shopping?
There is an urgent need to outsource our daily unloved tasks in order to have more time for the things
that are most important to us.

By building a decentralized network and application, Mycro
connects people who need support with simple jobs and people who are looking for some extra money, to give them back
control of their time.

Problems solved by Mycro

The underlying magic
Job matching in real time
—
Intelligent and self-learning matching algorithms adopted from popular dating platforms,
connect job providers to suitable candidates
in real time.

Non-existence of a global platform makes job matches impossible.
—
Everyone has a to-do list with dozens of undone tasks that would preferably be
outsourced or done by an experienced person. But how do you find those people?
Currently, there is no global platform that unites demand and supply for home,
delivery, and skilled services under one single roof, helping you to turn your todo’s into done with the help of others.
High fees kill supply and demand for simple jobs.
—
The few existing local platforms in the gig economy charge a commission fee up
to 30 percent for every job. High service fees for simple jobs kill offer and demand
dramatically, limiting the number of tasks that can be outsourced.

Complete trust
—
Decentralized ratings, user verification and
escrow payments are executed by smart contracts on the blockchain, allowing both parties
to enter a ‘trustless’ transaction.

Centralization hinders the growth of the gig-economy.
—
User ratings and data have become one of the most valuable assets. Dominant
players in the market restrict users from taking their own ratings to other platforms. They use their position as an intermediary to control their users’ data,
ratings, and reviews in order to keep them in their closed system.

Democratized ratings
—
By using IPFS, we allow users to have full
control over their ratings, which gives them
the opportunity to take these ratings to
other platforms.

Token distribution

Total MYO amount: 100,000,000

Funds distribution

40% Public sale

45% Marketing

26% Private sale

40% Development, technology & payroll

12% Reward pool

8%

Banking & crypto

7%

Legal, consulting & administration

9%

Team & founders

8%

Bonus & advisors

5%

Bounty program

Token sale

Timeline

Purchase methods:
Citizens and residents of the
USA, Iran and North Korea are
not allowed to participate.

Ethereum ERC 20:
Softcap:
Hardcap:
Token ticker:
Token type:

BTC

ETH

€1.5M
€14M
MYO
Utility token

LTC

MYO token price:
New token emission:
Minimal personal cap:
KYC:

Bank transfer

€0,25
unavailable
€100
Yes

Team

ANDRÉ BRUCKMANN
CEO & Founder

Investment
development

Product
status

Token sale
status

Done

Seed round
completed:
€600k raised

MVP released
on TestNet
january 19

Submitted to two top
25 exchanges for
IEO conducting

Progress

Private sale
ongoing

Beta version in
development

In negotiation with 10
top exchanges on listing

Advisors

CHRISTIAN HAMPE
CMO & Co-founder

THOMAS BOLLEYER
COO

MICHAEL SIEDENBIEDEL
CTO

LAURENS DEN BOER
Product Manager

ARTEM CHESTNOV
Strategic ICO advisor

ALEX KOROBKOV
Strategic ICO advisor

DR. SOOYONG PARK
Blockchain Advisor Korea

MICHAEL TAN
ICO advisor Asien-Pacific

IVAN JELIC
ICO advisor

Meet the whole team: www.mycrojobs.io

Simply getting the job done.

MYCRO.JOBS GmbH
Wienburgstraße 207 | 48159 Münster | D
Visit our website: www.mycrojobs.io

